






BASIC
Kohala start is the perfect board for Stand Up 

paddle initiation.
Its size makes it a very easy to drive board. 

That is excellent to be used by the whole family.
It is suitable for simple crossings. 

The measurements allow surf introduction also.     

9/10 - CONTROL

7/10 - SPEED

8/10 - STABILITY

KH002

Begginer /Allaround

Single layer

92 x 23x 47 cm

140 kg - resists
9 kg - board weight

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

VOL

KgBegginer /Allround

Single layer

140 kg - resists
9 kg - board weight

290 L

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

10,6” x 32” x 6”  
320 x 81 x15 cm

VOL

Kg



BASIC
Kohala Drifter in the perfect board for 

Stand Up Paddle initation.

It size makes it a very easy to drive board. 
That is excellent to be used by the whole family. It is 

suitable for simple crossings. The measurements allow 
surf introduction also.

   

8/10 - CONTROL

6/10 - SPEED

8/10 - STABILITY

KH002

Begginer /Allround

Single layer

88 x 23 x 47cm

95 kg - resists
10 kg - board weight

175 L

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

9,6” x 30” x 6”    
290 x 75 x 15 cm

VOL

Kg



PRO
Kohala Sunshine is the intermediate level paddle surf 

board which includes a wide support platform, 
that makes it so comfortable and stable 

enough for learning.

It is the right board for short distance crossings.    

8/10 - CONTROL

6/10 - SPEED

8/10 - STABILITY

Allround

92 x 23x 47 cm

120 kg - resists
11 kg - board weight

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

VOL

Kg

Fusion 240 L

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

10’x 32” x 5” 
305 x 81 x 12 

VOL

Kg

KH002



PRO

KOHALA  introduces the Arrow, the most 
complete family of ISUP boards. Each item 
is designed to meet 
different needs depending on the 
experience and skills of the user.   

8/10 - CONTROL

6/10 - SPEED

8/10 - STABILITY

KH002

Arrow1 is one of the most stable boards to be used 
by unskilled users thanks to its size. It has two rings to 

place a kayak seat too.   

Begginer

92 x 23x 47 cm

140 kg - resists
10kg - board weight

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

VOL

Kg

Fusion 280 L

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

10’2x 32” x 6” 
310 x 81 x 15 cm

VOL

Kg



PRO

Arrow 2 has compact design to give the 
optimal firmness for medium/ long 
distance crossings.   

7/10 - CONTROL

6/10 - SPEED

7/10 - STABILITY

KH002

Allround

92 x 23x 47 cm

150 kg - resists
12 kg - board weight

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

VOL

Kg

Double layer 280 L

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

11’x 30” x 6” 
335 x 75 x 15 cm

VOL

Kg

Arrow2:  has a compact desgin to give                   
the optimal   firmess for medium /long distance 
crossings.



PRO

8/10 - CONTROL

6/10 - SPEED

9/10 - STABILITY

KH002

Begginer

92 x 23x 47 cm

140 kg - resists
10 kg - board weight

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

VOL

Kg

Fusion 280 L

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

10’2” x 34” x 5” 
335 x 75 x 15 cm

VOL

Kg

The Arrow School paddle surfboard belongs 
to the Arrow family, a range of boards that 
covers the needs of any athlete, regardless 
of their skills and experience. Thanks to the 
Arrow School, the whole family can go on 
trips on rivers, lakes or the sea without ha-
ving to worry about anything but enjoying 
their sport.



Elite

Thunder Race is the most 
professional board. Its production 
and aerodynamic design provides 
an excellent comfort along 
with the greatest n
avigation speed.

It includes USBOX Race case 
to meet the highest expectations 
for sliding and handling.

Race

Double layer

88 x 23 x 46 cm

330 L

1 fin USBOX       

15 psi

6/10 - CONTROL

/10 - SPEED

7/10 - STABILITY

14’’ x 26’’x 6’’ - 
425 x 66 x 15cm

We also have the Thunder Kids in Manufacturing 
with Dropstich technology and 2 layers of PVC with lateral 
reinforcement. 15 PSI. Non-slip EVA foam sheet. 
1 removable central nozzle, UsBox system. 
Rear ring for LEASH hitch.

VOL

170 kg - resists
13 kg - board weightKgKg

KIDS

320 x 61 x 12 cm - 
  10,6’*24”*4,7”.



Elite

Stream is considered as the most 
adaptable board. This item is the 
most versatile board from Kohala 
collection.

Its thickness and width gives a high stability 
that 

is increased with the incorporation of four 
stabilizers located strategically to obtain a 

greater security 
to overcome mishap. Its versatility allows to 
either sail shallow waters, such as rivers, re-
servoirs or mashes. Technology, design and 

fun gather together 

Begginer / allround

Single layer

92 x 23 x 47cm

140kg

257L

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

9/10 - CONTROL

7/10 - SPEED

8/10 - STABILITY

KH002

9’8” x 34” x 6”-
295 x 85x15cm

VOL



Elite
Windsup allows the experience of enjoying 

two amazing sports in just one item. 
This product combines the appropriate features 

required by Paddle Surf and Windsurf.   

KH002

Allround / Windsurf

Double layer

94 x 25 x 50cm

140kg

270 L

5 fins (4+1)

15 psi

8/10 - CONTROL

6/10 - SPEED

9/10 - STABILITY

9’8’’ x 34’’x 6’’ - 295 x 85 x 15cm

VOL

Kg



                            

Elite
Its thickness and width gives a high stability that 

is increased with the incorporation of four stabilizers 
located strategically to obtain a greater security 

to overcome mishap. Its versatility allows to either sail 
shallow waters, such as rivers, reservoirs or mashes. 

Technology, design and fun gather together 
  in the same product.     

Windsurf / allround

Double  chamber 

92 x 23 x 47cm

140kg

257L

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

9/10 - CONTROL

7/10 - SPEED

8/10 - STABILITY

KH002

10’2” x 34’’x 6’’ 

 310 x 84 x 15cm

VOL

Kg



Its thickness and width gives a high stability that 
is increased with the incorporation of four stabilizers 

located strategically to obtain a greater security 
to overcome mishap. Its versatility allows to either sail 

shallow waters, such as rivers, reservoirs or mashes. 
Technology, design and fun gather together 

  in the same product.     

floating pier

Double 

175 x 25 x 25 cm 

140kg

257L

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

9/10 - CONTROL

7/10 - SPEED

8/10 - STABILITY

8’2” x’65’’x 6’’ -

 250 x 165 x 15cm

VOL

Kg

FUN



FUN
Its thickness and width gives a high stability that 

is increased with the incorporation of four stabilizers loca-
ted strategically to obtain a greater security 

to overcome mishap. Its versatility allows to either sail 
shallow waters, such as rivers, reservoirs or mashes. Tech-

nology, design and fun gather together 
  in the same product.     We have two models of boards 

with technology dropstich double layer and one layer.  

Windsurf / allround

One and Double layer

165 x 60 x 25 cm

140kg

257L

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

9/10 - CONTROL

7/10 - SPEED

8/10 - STABILITY

KH002

16” x 60”x 8”-
480 x 155 x 20cm

VOL

Kg



Ref : KH018  
ONE PIECE PADDLE CARBON 

KH016
TELESCOPIC 2 PARTS PADDLE ALUMINUM 
FOR CHILDREN

Ref: KH012
TELESCOPIC 2 PARTS PADDLE
ALUMINUM

Ref : KH008
TELESCOPIC 2 PARTS PADDLE CARBON

As paddle experts, we have managed 
to put together the best range of SUP 
paddles to help you choose the one 
that best suits your needs.

Are you looking for a good paddle for 
racing, competition or just to enjoy a 
ride?

PA
D

D
LE

S
 Ref : DVS001 
ONE PIECE PADDLE FIBERGLASS

  -measures: 170  to 210 cm Aluminum

-wheight: 0,8 kg

-Measures shovel : 46,5 x 22 cm

-pp + fiberglass

-  measures: 170  to 210 cm Aluminum

-wheight: 0,7 kg

-Measures shovel : 45,5 x 22 cm

-Aluminum

-  measures: 210 cm Carbon 12k surface

-wheight: 0,65 kg

-Measures shovel : 45,5 x 19 cm

-Carbon 12k surface

  -measures: 150  to 190 cm Aluminum

-wheight: 0,8 kg

-Measures shovel : 41 x 18 cm

-ABS

-  measures: 170  to 210 cm Aluminum

-wheight: 0,7 kg

-Measures shovel : 45,5 x 19 cm

-Aluminum



Experience the feeling of a rigid board 
with the comfort of an inflatable. Thanks 
to the new Dropstich Fusion technology, 
it overcomes the main advantages of a 
rigid board: comfort  and smoothness in 
navigation, lightness and ease oftransport 
and storage.

Our 

Amazing 

novelty

Wingfoil / Kite / Sup

Dropstich Fusión

87 x 23 x 20 cm

140kg

3 fins (2+1)

15 psi

178 X 74 X 21 cm
 5,8 “ x 29 “ x 4,7 “

Kg

Do you want to feel the incomparable 
freedom of flying throught the water ? 

With the new Blaster Kohala you will 
become one with the sea and live an 
experience like never before!

Ref: 1652



The new  Wing  sail is 
a multi-purpose gadget 
that will allow you to take 
advantage of windy days 
to practice  wingfoil and 
Supfoiling.
This wing design is availa-
ble in 5m, the choice de-
pends on the wind streng-
th and rider weight. 

It also includes  
a backpack and 
a leash to make 
the  experience                                 
more comfortable. 

Ref:1658

Ref:1659
Ref:1660
Ref:1661
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The new  Wing  sail is 
a multi-purpose gadget 
that will allow you to take 
advantage of windy days 
to practice  wingfoil and 
Supfoiling.
This wing design is avai-
lable in 3m, 4m and 5m, 
the choice depends on the 
wind strength and rider 
weight. 

   Foil Blaster  Kohala is a com-
plete pack  recommended for Wing foil / 
Sup  foil. With 2 different sizes;  transmi-
tting incredible sensations to both begin-
ners and experts.

Ref:1647: 1800
Ref:1653: 2000

  MÁSTIL      FUSELAJE      ESTABILIZADOR      ALA        SUPERFICIE
 750mm         710mm            545mm                      920mm      1922cm3

3

 750mm          710mm          483mm                      1100m        2100cm3

FOIL 1800

FOIL 2000

Transport backpack

Transport bag to carry your foil safely.           
Specifically designed to make your 
practice more comfortable.



Kayak Allround

Technology  double Hybrid 

 2 person- Tandem 

1 fins 

0.7BAR

440 cm x 75 cm x 33 cm 

Kayak Allround

Technology Hybrid Single

  1 person 

1 fins 

0.3BAR

310 cm x 80 cm x 38 cm 

We present our Kohala kayaks of  inflatable recreational kayaks with a unique laser printing. 
The bottom chamber that is in contact with the water is made with DropStitch technology 
for maximum rigidity and the side chambers are the same as any other traditional inflatable 
kayak. 

Kayak Allround

Technology double Hybrid

 2 person - Tandem 

1 fins 

0.3BAR

385 x 80 x 38 cm 

Ref : KHD440

 Ref:KHD385

Ref:KHD310

The inflatable Kayak 1 seater, 2 seater 
have become in recent years the star 
product for lovers of water leisure, thanks 
to its ease of use and its small size once 
deflated. Ready for adventure ?



Accesories

KHOO9
BAG PACK TROLLEY
color black / 88 x 56 x 20 cm

KHO79
BAG PACK 
color : blue -black 
96 x 45 x 30 cm

 SPIRAL LEASH 07MM

 FLAT LEASH 07MM 

  6FT

  6FT

  10FT

  10FT

  8FT

  8FT

KH06E

KH06L

8436039860193

8436039860728

8436039865570

8436039861589

8436039865587

8436039860124

KH08E

KH08L

KH10E

KH10L

WH100
DRY BAG 10 L 
color :blue 

DVS3514
Smartphone waterproof bag 
IPX8·Blue PVC ·107 X 230 mm

THE ESSENTIALS FOR YOUR PRACTICE



Pumps & 

Compressors

KH003
KOHALA HAND PUMP
With manometer.
suitable for all kins inflatable 
standup
paddle boards and boats

 KH011
KOHALA DOUBLE ACTION 
HAND PUMP .
with manometer. High pressure 
hand pump.
Suitable for all kinds of inflata-
ble standup paddle boards and 
boats

The Kohala Family is a reference in the market for 
our nautical products, for being committed to sport 
and fun; innovating in design and technology.

Ready to dive into this adventure? 
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